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Abstract—For a secure hardware designer, the vast array of
fault attacks and countermeasures looks like a jungle. This paper
aims at providing a guide through this jungle and at helping
a designer of secure embedded devices to protect a design in
the most efficient way. We classify the existing fault attacks
on implementations of cryptographic algorithms on embedded
devices according to different criteria. By doing do, we expose
possible security threats caused by fault attacks and propose
different classes of countermeasures capable of preventing them.

I. INTRODUCTION

In 1997, Boneh et al. presented attacks that exploit the
occurrence of faults in cryptographic systems. Since the pub-
lication of these fault attacks, a lots of research is done on
attack methods and countermeasures. While the objective of
most attacks is to retrieve a secret key, the level of abstraction
the attacks apply, varies to a great extent. Attacks occur from
the implemented circuit up to the protocol level.

In this paper, we classify existing fault attacks on public
key cryptography according their abstraction level. In addition,
we consider the fault model the attacks use and the target
of the attack. Subsequently, we perform a classification of
countermeasures according to similar criteria. Finally, we
match attacks and countermeasures and expose effectiveness
of a certain class of countermeasures against a certain fault
attack class.

II. CLASSIFICATION OF FAULT ATTACKS

Designing a device capable of running a cryptographic
protocol passes through different design abstraction levels:
starting from a protocol itself and ending at circuit level. Since
fault attacks aim to break such a device, a natural way for mak-
ing their classification is according to a pyramid that depicts
the design process of a cryptographic device (Figure 1). The
pyramid shows an interesting characteristic of fault attacks:
they target the physical layer which is manipulated to inject
a fault, but an effect of such a fault is exploited at a higher
abstraction level.

Let us first classify the attacks by their target. A generic
processor consists of the following high level components:
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Fig. 1. The Security Pyramid

inputs, which are processing in the data processing part and
controlled by a controller part. The results are then available
at the output port. Attacks can be classified according to the
following three main components of a processor: input side,
data part (computation and storage) and control part.

• Attacks on input parameters Depending on the device
and its use, it may be possible to trigger very precise
faults using the input parameters. This requires that the
adversary can choose the input for the computation up to
some extend, as well as that the implementation misses



to check whether the input is valid.
• Attacks on processing part A device can be disturbed

while performing a computation which will cause an
erroneous result. Note that such a computation error can
be caused while the result is transferred via a bus or even
when stored in a memory. Since the effect is the same,
we put all these attacks in the same category.

• Program Flow Attacking the program flow instead of
computations is an effective attack method. Program
Flow attacks the ’control’ part of a device instead of
the computation part. This includes skipping of certain
instructions like a multiplication or a squaring.

A second criterion for fault attack categorization is the
precision of a fault an adversary is able to induce. The
precision can be of a bit size - a very precise fault, a word
size - the actual size depends on the processor architecture
(typically 8, 16, 32 or 64 bits) or a size of a variable. In many
cases, an adversary can choose a weaker fault model at the
cost of increased post-processing time. However, we did not
consider this trade off for our categorization. We distinguish
between the following three categories:

• Bit flip/set If an adversary has full control over the
injected fault, it is possible to manipulate bits at will.
This attack scenario assumes a very powerful adversary.

• Word randomize/set A less powerful adversary has only
loose control over the fault injection. Therefore, the word-
size of the attacked processor is often assumed. This can
be because some registers of that size are targeted or data
on the bus of that size is disturbed.

• Variable randomize/set A further relaxation of this
model is considering faults in size of variables. For public
key algorithms these sizes are usually very large in the
order of hundreds of bits. An advantage of this type of
attack is that it is not related to any word-sizes, i.e. not
to the specific architecture of a processor.

Finally, in order to determine whether a specific attack is
a threat to an application, we consider the abstraction level
of the different attacks. As discussed before, a fault injected
in physical layer is exploited on a higher abstraction level
(Figure 1). We use the particular abstraction level on which
a fault is exploited as a criterion to determine the abstraction
level of the attack itself.

• Protocol level An attack exploits vulnerabilities of a
cryptographic protocol. For example, the corruption of
a public parameter is used to attack the GQ identification
scheme [25].

• Cryptographic Primitive Level By a cryptographic
primitive we here denote an encryption or a digital
signature operation. A well known example of an attack
on this abstraction level is a fault attack on CRT based
RSA encryption [8]

In order to classify the attack jungle such that we can see
through it more clearly, we summarize the above classifica-
tions into a table and refer to the papers where the attacks are
originally published (Table I).
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Fig. 2. Existing Attacks in each category

In Figure 2 the existing attacks for each category are
depicted. It can be seen, that the main target of current fault
attacks is the processing part of a device. Among these attacks,
the most numerous are the ones targeting the storage of a
device. Indeed, attacking storage is ’easier’ than attacking
computations since computations are more transient while the
time window to attack storage is much larger. Furthermore,
the borders are fluent: an attack that targets the output of an
operation will lead to a wrongly stored variable.

Please note that the classification above does not consider a
novel class of implementation attack called combined attacks.
These attacks combine active and passive attacking mecha-
nisms in order to leak a secret information out of device and
they are considered to be a serious threat to implementations
of cryptographic algorithms (FSA [31], PACA [1]). Since
combined attacks usually envolve power analysis, their fitting
in our classification would be very difficult and it is a topic
for future work.

III. CLASSIFICATION OF COUNTERMEASURES

A starting point for the classification of countermeasures
against fault attacks is again the security pyramid in Fig-
ure 1. As it is previously mentioned, a fault is injected at
physical layer, targeting a transistor or a flip-flop, but is
usually exploited to attack primitive or protocol layer. In
order to counteract these attacks, countermeasures are applied
at different abstraction levels. The existing countermeasures
against fault attacks can be classified according the abstraction
level in the following way:

• Protocol Level A protocol flow is adjusted such that it
is possible to detect a fault injected during the execution.

• Cryptographic Primitive Level A protocol or a cryp-
tographic primitive is modified such that it can detect
possible faults. For example, a DSA algorithm is modified
such that there is an internal check whether the result is
fault-free, e.g. [35].

• Arithmetic Level A redundant parallel computation is
performed so that the validity of a result can be checked.
For example, a parity check of an addition or a multipli-
cation.



TABLE I
AN OVERVIEW OF FAULT ATTACKS ON PUBLIC KEY CRYPTOGRAPHY

Fault Target Input parameters Processing part Program Flow
[25], [27], [4], [3], [44],
[11]

[12], [21], [36], [39], [8],
[23], [41], [42], [48], [28],
[5], [24], [7], [17], [38],
[43]

[41], [42], [38], [43]

Fault Model Bit Wise Word Wise Variable Wise
[39], [9], [2], [5], [36],

[12], [21], [8], [23]
[4], [3], [47] [51], [25], [27], [44],

[11], [48], [28], [24], [49],
[7], [17]

Abstraction Level Cryptographic Primitive
Level

Protocol Level

[3], [42], [28], [5], [24],
[49], [7], [17], [38], [43]
[36], [39], [4], [8], [23],
[44], [11], [41], [48], [21]

[12], [25], [27]

At this point, it is important to emphasize that the security
pyramid which depicts a design flow of a cryptographic engine
does not consider validity of input parameters or the integrity
of a program code intended to run on a platform. Since an
attacker can exploit the faulty input parameters or a malicious
program flow to leak a secret from a device, countermeasures
that thwart such kinds of attacks are considered here too.

Again, a classification of countermeasures intended for the
different parts of a processor can be made. There are counter-
measures that address the input part, the data processing part
(computations and storage) and the control part.

• Integrity Check of Input Parameters: A lot of attacks
exploit forcing the computation to take place in a different
group than originally implemented or choose inputs with
exploitable properties. Checking the input parameters
carefully for unexpected properties can prevent such
attacks [13].

• Parallel Redundant Computations: Algorithms can be
extended by redundancy to detect manipulations. Often,
the same operations as on the processed data are per-
formed on the smaller redundant data. Before outputting
data, the properties of the redundant data are checked.

• Checking Inherent Algorithm Properties: Some algo-
rithms already provide some inherent type of redundancy.
For example signature algorithms can verify the signature
using the public key.

Table II gives an overview of the existing countermeasures
against fault attacks and refers to the papers with more details
about the particular ones.

The coarse grain classification given in Table II is intended
to give an overview of the existing countermeasures, focusing
on the abstraction levels and the parts of an embedded device
which should be protected rather than on a mechanism that a
countermeasure uses to thwart an attack. Of course, a more
finer classification which would depict the specific properties
of the countermeasures could be made and it is a subject for
future work.

IV. ATTACKS VS. COUNTERMEASURES

As the aim of the paper is to help a designer of secure em-
bedded systems to make the right choice of countermeasures
against fault attacks, it is necessary to depict what kind of
attacks can be thwarted by a certain class of countermeasures.

The first table matches the attacks and the countermeasures
on different abstraction levels.

√
denotes that a class of

countermeasures is able the thwart an attack, while X means
that attack will not be detected. As already discussed, this
table considers just the attacks on computations, but not the
ones on the input parameters or program flow. The table shows
that the countermeasures on higher abstraction level are more
effective: they provide a protection for all lower abstraction
levels.

In order to be completely protected, a design must also
protect the input parameters and the integrity of the program
flow. The effectiveness of different classes of countermeasures
for such a protection is given in Table IV.

The comparative tables presented in this section show that
only a proper combination of the countermeasures against fault
attacks can result in a secure design. While a design itself can
be protected on different abstraction levels, the validity of the
input parameters and the integrity of a program flow must be
addressed separately. Again, please note that the overhead that
countermeasures introduce and the probability of detecting an
attack are out of scope of this paper and topic of future work.
Since these two parameters are tightly coupled and often the
subject for a trade-offs, they have to be addressed for every
concrete application separately.

V. CONCLUSION

When choosing the proper countermeasures against fault
attacks, a designer of secure embedded systems must consider
several aspects. Even though a countermeasure at a higher
abstraction level of a design process protects the levels below
it, employing such a countermeasure does not provide a
complete protection. The protection of all components of a
digital platform need to be considered. This includes the input
parameters, the data processing part and the control flow,
i.e. the program code. The abstraction level pyramid only



TABLE II
AN OVERVIEW OF COUNTERMEASURES AGAINST FAULT ATTACKS ON PUBLIC KEY CRYPTOGRAPHY

Mean of Protection Check of Input Parame-
ters

Redundant Parallel
Computations

Algorithm Properties
Check

[13] [15], [18], [37], [19], [6],
[45], [32], [22], [34], [5],
[16], [13], [30]

[10], [50], [20], [29], [40],
[46], [14], [26], [33]

Abstraction Level Arithmetic Level Cryptographic Primitive
Level

Protocols Level

[15], [18], [37], [19], [6],
[45], [32], [22], [34], [5],
[16], [13], [30]

[10], [50], [20], [29], [40],
[46], [14], [26], [33]

[35]

TABLE III
COUNTERMEASURES VS. ATTACKS: ABSTRACTION LEVELS

hhhhhhhhhhhhAttacks
Countermeasures Exponentiation Algorithm Level Cryptographic Primitive Cryptographic Protocol

Exponentiation Algorithm Level
√ √ √

Cryptographic Primitive Level X
√ √

Cryptographic Protocol Level X X
√

TABLE IV
COUNTERMEASURES VS. ATTACKS

hhhhhhhhhhhhAttacks
Countermeasures Input Parameters Check Parallel Computations Algorithm Properties Check

On Input Parameters
√

X X
On Processing Part X

√ √

On Program Flow X
√ √

reflects the data processing part and hence the countermeasures
associated with it also focus on the data processing part.
Therefore, only a proper combination of different classes of
countermeasures can provide a sufficient level of security
against fault attacks.
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